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1.1 Overview to Location Class Status Global Editor

Function [Location Class Status Global Editor] selects items by catalog, location, class, and 
status.  These items are either removed or globally changed for their catalog, location, class, 
and/or status values.  The Location Class Status Global Editor is accessed from the Circulation 
Menu.  The user specifies the catalog, location, class, and/or status that will be changed, or the 
matching items that will be removed.  For either operation the targeted items must have the same 
initial Change From Catalog, Location, Class, and Status values.  For example, if you specify 
your catalog, location General Collection, class Two Weeks, and status AVAILABLE, then only 
items matching all of the same values will be changed, i.e., the software would not change an 
item in your catalog with location General Collection, class Three Weeks, and status AVAILABLE, 
because the class does not match.  

You cannot remove items on loan or on hold.  You cannot change the catalog for an item on loan 
or on hold.  

When moving serial items from one catalog to another, the software will attempt to create a serial 
copy in the To Catalog with the same copy number as the From Catalog.  If the To Catalog 
already has the same title with the same copy number, then the software will increment the target 
copy number until the software finds an available copy number.  This new copy will have its 
Location, Class, and Status values assigned to the To Catalog's New Item Circulation Defaults for 
New Serial Issues.  The software will create a Copy Local Note in the To Catalog specifying the 
From Catalog copy as an audit trail, e.g.:  

     03/27/08 12:43 moved from East Campus copy# 1 by Sandy.  
  
Similarly, the From Catalog is stamped:  

     03/27/08 12:43 moved to West Campus copy# 1 by Sandy.  
  
Serial claims are not moved.  Conversely, if you remove a location, and if the only items left in the 
location are claims, then the claims are removed too.  

To move a location from one catalog to another, first run function [Location Class Status Global 
Editor] for the location and for the location's default class and status.  The software will provide a 
list of items that could not be moved since they were on loan or on hold.  Return the loans and 
cancel the holds.  Rerun [Location Class Status Global Editor] for the location and its default 
class and status.  Next run the report Location Inventory for the From Location value.  Run 
[Location Class Status Global Editor] for each combination of Class and Status for the items 
remaining in the Location Inventory Report.  In the To Catalog recreate the loans and holds.  



1.2 Location Class Status Global Editor

1.3 Fields:  Location Class Status Global Editor

1.3.1 Field 1 From Catalog:  60 characters, display only

Purpose:  From Catalog displays the name of the catalog that is the source for the items.  

1.3.2 Field 2 Function Keys

1.3.3 Field 3 To Catalog:  60 characters, mandatory

Purpose:  Field To Catalog initially displays the name of the source catalog.  If the catalog is in a 
union configuration then a different catalog can be selected thus moving the items from the From 
Catalog to the To Catalog when function [Update Items] is selected.  

1.3.4 Field 4 From Location:  40 characters, mandatory

Purpose:  Field Change From Location selects which items should undergo the pending operation 
by specifying the Location that should targeted.  In other words, only items with this From 
Location value will qualify for the update or for being removed.  

1.3.5 Field 5 To Location:  40 characters, mandatory

Purpose:  Field To Location specifies the new location value for those items with the current From 
Location, From Class, and From Status.  

1.3.6 Field 6 From Circulation Class:  40 characters, mandatory

Purpose:  Field Change From Class selects which items should undergo the pending operation 
by specifying the Circulation Class that should targeted.  A Circulation Class is a loan rule, e.g., 
Two Weeks.  In other words, only items with this From Class value will qualify for the update or 
for being removed.  
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1.3.7 Field 7 To Circulation Class:  40 characters, mandatory

Purpose:  Field To Class specifies the new Class value for those items with the current From 
Location, From Class, and From Status.  A Class value is the circulation loan period, e.g., Two 
Weeks, Non-circulating, etc.  

1.3.8 Field 8 From Status:  40 characters, mandatory

Purpose:  Field Change From Status selects which items should undergo the pending operation 
by specifying a target Status.  A Status is the circulation state of an item, e.g., Available, Non-
circulating, etc.  In other words, only items with this From Status value will qualify for the update 
or for being removed.  

1.3.9 Field 9 To Status:  40 characters, mandatory

Purpose:  Field To Status specifies the new Status value for those items with the current the 
From Location, From Class, and From Status.  A Status value is the circulation state, e.g., 
Available, Non-circulating, etc.  

1.3.10 Field 10 Update Item(s):  

Purpose:  Function Update Item(s) will change all items if the items match values in the From 
Catalog, Location, Class, and Status fields.  Given the match then the items convert to the To 
Catalog, Location, Class, and Status values.  Function Update is only available if one value is 
different between any of the From Catalog, Location, Class, or Status versus the To Catalog, 
Location, Class, or Status.  

If Update Item(s) is moving items from one catalog to another then items on loan or on hold are 
not moved.  Items on loan must be returned. Items on hold must be cancelled before these the 
items are moved.  

1.3.11 Field 11 Remove Item(s):  

Purpose:  Function Remove Item(s) will destroy all items if the From Catalog, Location, Class, 
and Status values match the To Catalog, Location, Class, and Status values.  The items are only 
expunged if they have the same specified value as those in fields From Catalog, Location, Class, 
and Status.  Items on loan or hold are not removed.  

If all of the items are removed from a bib then the bib is placed on a list of bibs without items. 
Once all of the items are removed then the list can be reviewed.  The software empowers the 
user to automatically remove these bibs.  

1.3.12 Field 12 Close or Help:  

[Close] will end the edit session without making any changes.  

[Help] can display a variety of documentation, including help on this function, user manuals, and 
function key assistance.  

Menu Style:  Push Button

Menu Values:
Close
Help
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